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Gaana English Songs Back to the Future: The Best of Jodeci Songs triggerOnFocusSongPlay.push (commonfunc.setLyricsHeight); utility.playSongFromServer (947541.play_song:0,action:'tracklist',source:1,source_id:1,objtype:1,premium_content:0););); setTimeout (function,) '0',
'English';6000);triggerOnFocusSongPlay;/commonfunc.setLyricsHeight utility.playSongFromServer (947541.play_song:0,action:'tracklist',source:1,source_id:1,objtype:1,premium_content:0); Forever, forever, so you're going to have my baby, and it means so much to me there's nothing more valuable than
raising a family If there's any doubt in your mind, you can count on me, I'll never believe in you, and I'll never fall apart with you, and we knew it from the beginning. , babe, baby The day we fell so far in love Now our baby is born, healthy and strong Now our dreams are forever my lady It's like a dream
that I keep you close You keep me warm If it ecstacy Forever my lady I say only what I mean forever and ever I pray that I see you see my lady This empty scene There's no me or not that we will make terrible eyesight for me if I ever lose you Tell me wherever I went life will not make sense and I pray
that you will always stay with me you and I would never fall apart, baby you and I said we knew from the beginning of the Day We fell so far in love Now our baby is born Healthy and Strong Now our dreams Forever my lady It's how dream I keep you close You keep me warm if it's ecstacy forever my lady
I say only what I mean forever, and ever I pray that I see a lady, you and I never fall apart, no, no, and I say we did it and I say that we did it from the beginning of the Day We fell so far in love Now our baby is born so cool and strong Now my dreams are real yes forever my lady yes, baby Forever my lady
Wu oooh said that I pray every night, baby Forever my lady And every day of the week forever, forever, so you have my baby and it means so much to me There's nothing more valuable than to raise a family If you can count any doubts in your mind. I will never give a lady a ride to believe in me you and I
will never fall apart you and I knew Beginning, baby, baby The day we fell so far in love Now our baby is born, healthy and strong Now our dreams are the reality Forever my lady It's like a dream that I keep you close You keep me warm If it ecstacy Forever my lady I say only what I mean forever and ever
I pray that I see you can imagine my dam empty Scene There's no you or not spectacle for me if I ever lose you Tell me wherever I go life will not make sense and I pray that you will always stay with me you and I will never fall apart, baby you and I said we knew right right Start the Day We Fell So Far in
Love Now Our Baby Is Born Healthy and Strong Now Our Dreams Reality Forever My Lady It's Like a Dream That I Keep You Close You Keep Me Warm If it's ecstacy Forever my lady I say just that, that I mean forever and ever I pray that I see a lady, you and I will never fall apart, no, no, no, you and I
say we did it and I say that we did it from the beginning of the Day We fell so far in love Now our baby is born so cool and strongly Now my dreams are real yes forever my lady yes, baby Forever my lady Wu oooh Said that I pray every night The baby Forever My Lady And Every Day of the Week a little-
known fact about Kim Porter was reflected across social media within hours of the model's sudden death, actress and doting mother was announced Thursday afternoon. One of the most iconic 90s RCB jams is reportedly not only written with her in mind, but it was written by the iconic RCB singer in its
own right. Forever My Lady, a single released from Jodeci's album of the same name, was written by singer Al B. Of course!, who became the father of the child with Porter in June 1991. Less than a month later, Jodeci released their album and released their signature single two months later. Al B Of
course! The song was reportedly written about Porter and dedicated to their son quincy. Al B. Of course, discussed his role in the creation of the song during an episode of Unsung on TVOne. Porter was 47 when she died Thursday. The cause of death was not immediately disclosed. She was found
unresponsive at her home in California. TIME broke the news of her death, which sent shockwaves through social media and particularly resonated with fans of Sean Diddy Combs, who had a romantic relationship with Porter. They had three children, but Diddy raised quincy with Porter. Although she and
Diddy from 1994 to 2007, Al B. Of course! The two have stayed in her life and the mixed family has often appeared unified, as shown in this photo below, which was just taken on October 30 in Los Angeles. He shows from left to right: Justin Dior Combs, Sean Diddy Combs, Kim Porter, D'Lila Star Combs,
Jesse James Combs, quincy Brown, Al B. Of course! and Christian Casey Combs. Source: Charlie Galley/Getty Images Kim Porter. SEE ALSO: Tyrone Gale, Senator Kamala Harris spokeswoman, dies in 30 rappers, celebrities, fans react to the death of Mac Miller forever, forever, forever So you have
my child and it means so much to me There's nothing more valuable than raising a family If there's any doubt in your mind you can count on me, I'll never be a lady you lady believe in me and I never fall apart you and I've known from the beginning, baby, baby. Healthy and Strong Now Our Dreams
Dreams close you keep me warm If it's ecstacy Forever my lady I say only what I mean forever, and ever I pray that I see you see my lady This empty scene There's no me or not that we'll make a terrible spectacle for me if I ever lose you Tell me wherever I go life makes no sense and I pray that you will
always stay with me you and I would never fall apart, baby you and I said we knew from the beginning of the Day We fell so far in love Now our baby is born healthy and strong Now our dreams are forever my lady It's like a dream that I keep you close You keep me warm If it ecstacy Forever my lady I say
just that that I mean forever and ever I pray that I see a lady , you and I never fall apart, no, no, no, you and I say that we did it and I say that we did it from the beginning of the day We fell so far in love Now our baby is born so cool and strong Now my dreams reality yes forever my lady yes , baby
Forever my lady Wu oooh Said that I pray every night, baby forever my lady and every day of the week, oh cheers love again! Oh, listen up! Who would have thought he could get like this again as a baby? Feeling like we're back for the first kiss Listening to you my lady So much time we spent together
We were together right or wrong, but I know it's right where we belong, babe! We fall in love again and I'm sure my life, my girl is your heart yours This time feels like we've got another chance to love again and I'll be your man! Choir: And I will write letters, girl, take my hand, I will bring flowers, I will be
your man Forever you are my lady, forever you are my lady Forever you are my lady, forever you are my lady, forever you are my lady, I take you for shopping, show me what you want! Understand? No problem, girl, you have my heart Forever you are my lady, forever you are my lady Forever you are my
lady, forever you are my lady And when I look back in time Sometimes I can't help but sit and laugh It seems that we have not been to hell and back, hell and back and forth and everyone has told us that it will not last! Full work, it's more than crush More than a rush, more than a school boy to be a hoan
baby, it's the answer to the love chorus: And I'll write letters, girl, take my hand I'll bring flowers, I'll be your man Forever you're my lady, forever you're my lady, forever you're my lady, forever you're my lady I'm buying you, show me What you want! Understand? No problem, girl, you have my heart Forever
you are my lady, forever you are my lady Forever you are my lady, forever you are my lady We fall in love again And I bet my life, my girl is your heart This time feels like we got another chance to love again and I will be your man! Chorus: And I'm going to write letters, girl, me by the hand, I will bring
flowers, I will be your man Forever you are my lady, forever you are my mine Kino HD 2.9.1 Apk Mod Pro latestLimitless Icon Pack 16 Apk Full Patched latestEdge Lighting Pro - 3.0.1.1 Apk Patched latest Get one of the best training apps downloaded to your smartphone, and it doesn't matter whether
you're in the gym or working at home - the right app can make you start a healthy lifestyle. Most of the apps we've looked at help you exercise wherever you are, offering step-by-step instruction to get the most out of your workouts, even if your gym is your home. No matter what your workout routine
includes - cycling on one of the best exercise bikes, running on the best treadmills, strength training with the best gym equipment at home or some other form of fitness - you'll find a great workout partner here to help you meet your exercise goals. Some apps even sync the data with some of the best
fitness trackers, so you can outline your progress. World workout mates are about to get even more crowded, with Apple planning to launch its Apple Fitness Plus subscription service. While mostly designed to work with the Apple Watch, you'll also be able to experience a managed workout on your
iPhone and other devices for $9.99 per month. Until this service arrives at volume point this year, these are the best workout apps you can download right now. What are the best training apps? Your choice in workout apps will depend on exactly how and where you plan your workout. While we tend to
favor apps that will help you get some exercise at home, many of the options in our list of the best workout apps are just as useful in the gym. We like apps that include instructions, which is why PEAR Personal Fitness Trainer, Fitbit Trainer and Kineticoach speed are so high in our rankings. If you're
looking for apps that chart a workout for you, Workout Trainer, Shred and Sworkit can be your guide. Several workout apps on this list promise a library of different exercises - they include All Out Studio and Nike Training Club. We also chose apps that focus on very specific activities including yoga (Yoga
Studio), Weight Training (JEFIT) or high-intensity interval training (8Fit). Other apps, such as ASICS Studio, support different workouts. We would encourage beginners to try something like seven that emphasizes short, regular workouts. The best workout apps you can download today1. PEAR Personal
Fitness Trainer (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: PEAR Sports)PEAR Personal fitness trainer apps are all about eye-catching, hands-free audio coaching, giving users a rich range of manageable For different levels of fitness and intensity that adapt depending on your performance. You can check out a
wide range of workout packages and trainers, and the app plays well with a variety of fitness trackers and devices, allowing you to track your performance and share metrics with other fitness apps. PEAR has a free level with limited choice but to really get the most out of the app, you'll want a premium
subscription ($5.99 per month), giving you unlimited access to a workout library and extra features. Download PEAR Personal Fitness Trainer: Android, iOS2. Fitbit Coach (Android, iOS: $39.99/year) (Image credit: Fitbit)Fitbit makes some of the best fitness trackers, so adding a Fitbit Coach to your
smartphone can help you get even more from your wearables. Fitbit Coach uses daily activity registered by your fitness tracker to recommend workouts and activities. It's a dynamic workout that adapts not only to what you've done, but your fitness goals and feedback. Tell the app that the workouts were
pretty easy, for example, and you can expect a more serious problem next time. The good news is that the Fitbit Trainer offers hundreds of treatments, so there is sure to be a workout there for you. You'll have to pay for the privilege as a Fitbit trainer requires a subscription - either $7.99 a month or
$39.99 a year. Download Fitbit Trainer: Android, iOS3. Coach Workout (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: Skimble)Skimble's Workout Trainer app offers exercise and workouts for general beginners and gym veterans alike. A simple questionnaire measuring your fitness spent generate recommended
exercise and workout plans personalized for your fitness goals. Notifications, reminders and stripes and tracking statistics will help keep you focused; Users can even hire one-on-one trainers with different fitness specialties. While this is one of the best workout apps based on these features, Workout
Trainer also includes a premium subscription level starting at $6.99 per month. Your paid subscription features have expanded access to more than 100 different workout programs, the ability to customize your workouts and exercises, and extras such as wearable fitness tracker integrations. Download
Coach Workout: Android, iOS4. Peloton - At-home fitness (Android, iOS: $12.99/12.99 pounds per month) (Image credit: Peloton)Forget about buying one of these trendy stationary bikes to get fit. You can still reap the benefits of Peloton's fitness approach with peloton - in home fitness. It's a free
download and you can enjoy the 30-day trial to try live and on-demand classes to help you with running, cycling and strength exercises. (If you have one of these Peloton bikes, your membership is free.) The peloton offers guided workouts in everything from yoga to cardio to stretching. A recent update to
the Peloton app brought in a feature called Tags that allows you to take part in group workouts. Attach the tag Workout recommendations and lets you see which of your friends are working, so you can motivate each other to stay in shape. Download Peloton Digital: Android, iOS5. Shred (Android, iOS:
$12.99 per month) (Image credit: Shred Labs) You might not make it to the gym as much as you're used to, but it's this means that the training should stop. Shred promises to serve up daily workout routines covering a range of learning styles to help you stay in shape even if you're stuck at home. Shred
allows you to choose between different types of workouts - gym, body weight and cardio - serving up various exercises that push you towards achieving your goals. The app has interactive visuals and activity registration, so you can see your progress on a daily basis. There's even a shred community to
add extra motivation to your workouts. (You can also opt out of this feature if you prefer to exercise alone.) The 7-day free trial lets you try Shred to see if its approach to home exercise works for you. After that, you'll pay $12.99 a month for Shred membership. After launching on the iOS App Store, Shred
is now available for Android phones, although it is still listed as an early access app on Google Play.Download Shred: Android, iOS6. Seven (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: Perigree)From working from home to distance learning for your kids to all the other day-to-day requirements on your schedule,
no one has much time in their hands these days. This makes seven one of the best workout apps for compression fast workouts in your daily life. All you need is 7 minutes a day for seven months, with a screen tracker to monitor your progress. Stick with the program and you can earn achievements that
open up new activities. You can reach out to friends through the app to promote or have a bit of friendly competition. If you're unsure of all this business designing, Seven's 3D guide can help you get comfortable with each exercise. Looking for something else? Subscription-based 7 Club ($9.99 per month
or $79.99 per year) provides personalized workout plans and access to all workouts. Download 7: Android, iOS7. Nike Training Club (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: Nike)Nike Training Club adopts a freemium app approach, offering an extensive training library with exercises aimed at body parts or
fitness goals and with workouts stretching from 15 to 45 minutes and varying intensity. The guiding workout collections allow you to focus on your fitness goals, with workouts available for full or lightweight equipment or weight-only courses. Personalized recommendations are based on your workout
choices, as the recommended exercises come out of your activities. Premium level offers managed 4-6 week programs, a nutrition and wellness guide, as well as new workout formats for users looking for more ways to get fit. Download Nike Training Club: Android, iOS8. (Android, iOS: Free) (Image
credit: Jefit) JEFIT.com's apps provide an incredible resource for users looking to do strength training and bodybuilding. Loaded with a database of exercise thousands of treatments sorted target body parts, the app comes complete with detailed workout instructions Exercise log, progress tracker,
numerous timers and options and synchronization with your JEFIT profile. The free version of JEFIT is supported by advertising, while the pro version offers more features and removes advertising. Download JEFIT: Android, iOS9. You own your own gym (Android, iOS: $4.99) (Image credit: Leafcutter
Studioos)You don't need expensive gym memberships or bulky exercise gear to stay fit and healthy. You have your own gym on Android, (also known as Bodyweight Training: Your Gym on iOS) teaches you to use your own body weight as a simulator, with over 200 different exercises and routines and
exercise tutorials. Based on Mark Loren's book and exercise system, the yaYOG app provides workout plans, short routines, workouts and cool falls all using nothing more than your body, saving you the need to travel to the gym. Additional exercises are available as in-app purchases, expanding the
repertoire of videos and tutorials. Download You Your Own Gym: Android; iOS10. Aaptiv (Android, iOS: $14.99 per month) (Image credit: Aaptiv)Aaptiv provides coach-led audio workouts for a variety of workout styles and goals, complete with accompanying music playlists. Users can choose from more
than 2,500 workouts in hundreds of fitness classes, whether for running, cycling, high intensity interval training, 5K, or marathon training, with training routines streaming or loaded onto your phone for offline use. Workouts can be customized to distance, duration, intensity and calories burned. A monthly
subscription to Aaptiv costs $14.99, although you can try it before you buy with a 7-day free trial. Download Aaptiv: Android, iOS11. Kineticoach (Android, iOS: $9.99 per month) (Image credit: Travel Coach) Kineticoach is designed to help travelers and frequent flyers to always stay fit and in top condition
by offering customized workout plans tweaked according to your hotel gym restrictions as well as your available time, fitness goals, and fitness levels. The app builds your routine from a rich library of 1000-plus workouts; Many come with GIFs and video instructions as well as built-in timers. Download
Kineticoach: Android, iOS12. ASICS Studio (Android, iOS: 14-day free trial) (Image credit: FitnessKeeper) From the same team behind Runkeeper comes ASICS Studio, which gives subscribers access to unlimited controlled audio training. ASICS Studio can help you meet a variety of fitness goals such
as strength training or cardio, with workouts led by a professional and accompanied by motivational music. Videos and photos provide exercise tutorials, while timers and audio cues make it easy to follow along with the pace of your workout. You can download workouts for offline use, and ASICS Studio
integrates with the Health app, which allows you to store fitness data in one place. The app comes with a free 14-day trial, followed by you need to sign up for access to training. Subscription starts at $9.99 per month. Download ASICS Studio: Android, iOS13. All Out Studio (Android, iOS: $14.95 per
month) (Image credit: Hearst Communications)When you need help, you go to an expert, so why not get expert help when it's time for exercise? This is the idea of All Out Studio, which brings the experience of publications like Men's Health, Women's Health, Runner's World and other on-demand
workouts you can access from your phone, as well as TV suits and devices such as Apple TV, Roku and Amazon Fire TV. All Out Studio offers strength training, HITT, dance cardio, barre and other disciplines, and you can choose between body, lifestyle and goals. In addition to the hundreds of on-
demand workouts already available, All Out Studio adds new lessons each month. You will need to buy a subscription that costs $14.99 per month. Sign up for a year though and you can save 50%, which is one of the best discounts we've seen among the best workout apps. Download All Out Studio:
Android, iOS14. Freeletics (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: Freeletics)Freeletics provides you with hundreds of workouts covering different muscle groups and fitness levels, all designed to only use your body weight as a simulator. Audio and video guides provide a step-by-step sequence of workouts.
Premium subscribers get access to further training plans, performance analysis, workout goals, and a 2x2 training regimen that requires only a small amount of workout space. Download Freeletics: Android, iOS15. 8Fit (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: Urbanite)8fit combines workout and meal planning
to help users achieve their fitness goals, whether to get fit or gain or lose weight. Fitness score helps place your initial level by matching you with workout routines and meal plans customized to your goals. 8fit exercises are based on high-intensity interval training in short but intense bursts, using your
body weight as your primary workout tool, making it ideal for indoor, equipment-free workouts. Nutrition plans in this best workout app are recommended based on your fitness goals, tastes and dietary preferences, and come with food lists and food lists to eat and avoid. While the app offers many free
features, the premium subscription opens up more exercise and more complete meal plans. Download 8fit: Android, iOS16. Yoga Studio (Android, iOS: $9.99/month) (Image credit: Gaiam)Gaiam's Yoga Studio includes a library of more than 70 yoga and meditation classes that range from 10 to 60
minutes. These classes relate to flexibility, relaxation, balance or combination of all four, and the app allows you to filter based on duration, focus and ability level. More advanced Yoga Studio users can create their own classes from the app app library 300 poses, as well as 20 blocks. Users can upload
videos and play them later, without an Internet connection, while cool instructors can sync Yoga Studio with the TV using Chromecast, Apple TV or AirPlay. Yoga Studio has switched to a subscription model, so you can try the app for 7 days before you sign up. A monthly pass costs $9.99, while you can
get an annual pass for $69.99.If yoga is your exercise of choice, be sure to check out the extra options in our prepare of the best yoga apps; We can also help you find the best yoga mats for your workout. Download Yoga Studio: Android, iOS17. Sworkit (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: Nexercise)Stop
procrastination and Sworkit, an acronym for easy to work with. Instead of focusing on a set of exercises, Sworkit has users create targeted workout routines. Choose whether you want to build strength, practice yoga, practice cardio, stretch, pilates or build a custom routine as well as workout duration,
and Sworkit builds you a routine of randomized exercises that fit your exercise goals. Each workout is different, making sure you stay alert and never get bored. The premium version offers more features such as exercise variations, workout history and the ability to save custom workouts for a fully
customizable experience. Download Sworkit: Android, iOS18. RockMyRun (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: Rock My World)If your workout of choice works, then RockMyRun can provide some welcome music to run any length. The app can customize your music to sync with your steps or pulse, and
you can also manually customize the music so that it matches your beats per minute. You'll find curated playlists in RockMyRun where songs blend together to help you maximize your workout. The stations cover a wide range of genres from hip-hop and rap to pop, alternatives, reggae and more.
RockMyRun also promises easy integration with other apps including Apple Health, Strava, Nike, Runkeeper, MapMyFitness and Runtastic.While the focus is obviously on running, RockMyRun can come in handy even if you're training at home, giving you a steady rhythm while you're running a treadmill
or an elliptical machine. Download RockMyRun: Android, iOS19. Seconds Pro (Android, iOS: $4.99 / 4.99 euros) (Image credit: Runloop)Runloop's Seconds Pro helps athletes keep time during interval training. The app offers templates for Tabata, training schemes, and HIIT, as well as the ability to
customize and combine timers. As soon as the training starts, Seconds Pro will display the current interval and The interval text-to-speech capabilities will announce what happens next. Users can set up music playlists and alerts to match the mood of the workout. Seconds Pro connects to heart rate
monitors via Bluetooth. iOS users can use AirPlay Mirroring to display timers on the big screen A handy feature for class instructors. Download Seconds Pro: Android, iOS20. StrongLifts 5x5 (Android, iOS: Free) (Image credit: StrongLifts 5x5) Based on a strength training program of the same name,
StrongLifts 5x5 means five sets of five reps from five free weight exercises - squats, bench press, suspender, overhead press, and barbell string - done in three 45-minute workouts a week. The app tells you what exercises to do in each workout, complete with video tutorials, and how long to relax
between sets. As you enter your reps, StrongLifts 5x5 charts your progress in a weekly or monthly presentation. The Power Pack update opens up additional exercises on the hands, AB and calf; The update also syncs with Apple Health and Google Fit.Download StrongLifts 5x5: Android, iOSAs choose
the best workout appThink the best workout app for you covers the exercises that you are interested in doing at the level that is available to you. Ideally, a good fitness app will support multiple levels of knowledge, so that as you get fitter and more comfortable, you can push yourself to the next level.
Although several apps are free, many of these workout apps require a subscription. Take advantage of any trial period and then try a monthly subscription to see if the app meets your needs. If you like what you see, you can always switch to an annual subscription, which usually reduces your monthly
costs. Some of the options in our list of the best workout apps will register your exercise data. If you're an iPhone user, pay special attention to any apps that integrate with the built-in Health app on your phone. Phone.
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